Introduction {#sec1}
============

Organic monolayers (MLs) on oxide-free Si surfaces^[@ref1]^ have been studied extensively as a viable and effective tool to control the electronic properties of Si (see ref ([@ref2]) and references therein). The basic idea that lies at the heart of these studies is that by combining molecular functionality with the robustness of Si technology we can create hybrid (organic--Si) systems that will extend and improve the possibilities of existing devices and provide options for new ones. To date, the chemical ability to control interfacial electrical properties of semiconductor junctions, via molecule--surface interactions and by way of pure molecular properties, is one of the more powerful manifestations of molecular effects on electronic devices.^[@ref2]^ Furthermore, such hybrid systems are very useful in the more general study of fundamental properties of semiconductor interfaces due to the large variety of molecules that can be bound to the surface through the various binding configurations that allow controllable surface modification.^[@ref2]^ Adsorbing a molecular monolayer onto a semiconductor contributes to three aspects of the semiconductor surface, which are critical for optimizing device performance:

**a.** Control over the effective work function (WF), i.e., the semiconductor surface potential, via a surface molecular dipole layer (cf., e.g., refs ([@ref3]−[@ref10])) to tune the energetics of the interfaces, formed with this semiconductor surface;

**b.** Electronic passivation of the Si surface, to reduce the density of surface states,^[@ref11]−[@ref14]^ which cause high leakage currents in diodes and poor performance in solar cells^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ and, in general, limit the efficacy of translating WF modification (**a**, above) into interface tuning. Chemical binding removes dangling bonds and/or surface reconstruction or stresses at defects, thereby eliminating surface states.

**c.** Formation of strong chemical bonds to undercoordinated surface atoms. Because native oxidation is incomplete, it introduces electrical states and traps which degrade electrical performance. Strong chemical bonding considerably reduces the reactivity of these states and, therefore, provides chemical passivation of the semiconductor surface, mostly to prevent surface oxidation over time and under extreme conditions.^[@ref17]−[@ref20]^

The above considerations apply in principle to any semiconductor, but here and throughout we naturally emphasize Si as its unique place in modern technology and its widely studied surface chemistry make it a highly desired candidate for the study of molecular treatments.

A major challenge for future practical use of organic molecules for Si passivation is that all of the above-mentioned demands, namely, control over the WF, electronic passivation, and chemical passivation, must be fulfilled by one and the same molecular monolayer. To meet this challenge, a fundamental understanding of how molecules are bound to the Si surface and of the effect of each binding configuration must be gained. In the present study, we show that the requirements for a monolayer that provides efficient electronic passivation are not similar and can even be contradictory to the requirements for efficient chemical passivation. On the basis of experimental results and organic reaction mechanisms we suggest chemical insight that relates between chemical reactivity and the efficiency of electrical passivation. In addition, we demonstrate and provide guidelines for monolayer preparation that provides both chemical and electronic passivation. Together with previous studies that demonstrated control over the WF of the Si surface, these results provide a viable route toward implementation of molecular electronics in electronic devices, including photovoltaic (PV) cells.

Background and Approach {#sec1.1}
-----------------------

The nature of the chemical bond between the molecules and the substrate is known to be an important factor for the quality of a monolayer, formed with these molecules, and, in the case of a semiconductor substrate, in determining the electronic properties of the modified surface.^[@ref3],[@ref22],[@ref23]^ Commonly, the effect of molecular anchoring is studied by using different precursor binding groups for forming the monolayer.^[@ref7],[@ref24],[@ref25]^

However, a given molecule can react via more than one mechanism, leading to more than one product. Such is the case for monolayer formation from alkyl alcohols on Si(111), as we shall illustrate here by way of the reaction of a primary alcohol (decanol) with the H-terminated Si surface. According to traditional solution chemistry, this reaction can proceed via two different mechanisms:**a.**nucleophilic substitution (S~N~) of an alkoxide (conjugated base of the alcohol) that proceeds (for the ideal Si(111) surface) through a pentavalent silicon complex as an intermediate species^[@ref21],[@ref26]^ (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a);**b.**radical chain reaction (RCR) where a radical is created on the Si surface, which initiates a chain reaction that binds molecules to the surface and propagates until the radical is eliminated (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b).^[@ref27]^

![Simplified schemes of the different reaction mechanisms on Si(111) and resulting monolayer structures. (a) Reaction of 1-aloxide (conjugated base of 1-alcohol^[@ref21]^) via S~N~ mechanism, as a result of moderate heating to 80 °C. (b) Reaction of 1-alcohol via RCR mechanism, initiated by UV irradiation. (c) Reaction of 1-alkene via RCR mechanism initiated by high thermal activation (200 °C). R = C~8~H~16~CH~3~; R′ = C~9~H~18~CH~3~.](jp-2013-027755_0001){#fig1}

There are three notable differences between these two reaction mechanisms. The first one concerns the reaction product. The binding configuration of the S~N~ reaction product is expected to be Si--O--CH~2~--R (R = C~8~H~16~CH~3~, Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a).^[@ref19],[@ref26],[@ref28]^ The expected binding configuration in the RCR product is different. From solution chemistry it is expected that the free radical, created on the Si surface, will attack and remove a H atom from the α-carbon (the carbon attached to the OH group),^[@ref29]−[@ref32]^ leading to the Si--CH(OH)--R binding configuration (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). This binding configuration was not considered for monolayers before. Between the two, above-described, binding configurations the latter (Si--CH(OH)--R) is expected to be more stable than the former (Si--O--CH~2~--R). This is because the more polarized Si--O bond (due to the high electronegativity of the O atom) is more susceptible toward hydrolysis than the less polar Si--C bond.^[@ref11],[@ref33],[@ref34]^

The second important difference is that the S~N~ reaction of alcohols with Si--H is site-sensitive, while the RCR is not. The H--Si(111) surface is known to be a close to ideal, Si-monohydride-terminated, atomically flat one.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ However, a Raman spectroscopy study showed different sites on such a Si surface, such as kinks, dihydride edge sites, monohydride edge sites, and terrace sites that all have different chemical reactivity toward an etching solution.^[@ref37]^ The different Si surface sites exhibit also different reactivity toward the S~N~ reaction with an alcohol, and the reaction rate for the more reactive sites (e.g., kinks) is orders of magnitude larger than that for the less reactive sites (e.g., the terrace site). Therefore, on the more reactive sites the reaction takes place immediately, even at room temperature.^[@ref21]^ In RCR, the radical is generated randomly on the Si surface and initiates the formation of a close-packed monolayer in its vicinity.^[@ref38]^

The third difference is in the monolayer growth dynamics. RCR proceeds through the migration of the free radical from one Si surface atom to the next. Thus, the monolayer growth is found to proceed via formation of irregularly shaped, dense islands that appear to grow by a pseudorandom walk process.^[@ref39]^ Furthermore the monolayer growth is rapid.^[@ref27]^ The high rate and island-like growth are beneficial for preparation of very dense monolayers because of relatively minor steric effects, which prevent additional molecules from reaching the surface. Contrary to the RCR, the S~N~ reaction is rapid only for the most reactive sites and much slower for the majority of the surface Si atoms (terrace sites). Furthermore, the formation of the monolayer is scattered rather than via densely packed islands. Such scattered binding leads to a less dense monolayer because already at moderate binding density steric hindrance limits the availability of free adsorbates. Therefore, we expect an S~N~ made monolayer to be less dense than the monolayer formed via RCR.

We expect for the binding configuration and more so the reaction kinetics and monolayer growth to have a marked effect on the passivation properties of the final layer. \[Note: We expect that the binding configuration will also have an effect on the molecule--substrate electronic coupling, as demonstrated elsewhere (see refs ([@ref26]) and ([@ref73])). The proper study of electronic coupling requires the use of degenerate Si substrates and is beyond the scope of this work.\]

To explore it, we choose reaction conditions, which are known to give preference to specific reaction routes:

**a.** 12 h of moderate heating of the 1-alcohol melt (80 °C), which is high enough to increase the S~N~ reaction rate but not sufficiently high to initiate the formation of radicals on the Si surface.^[@ref40]^ Therefore, monolayer formation would proceed predominantly via the S~N~ mechanism. This is denoted as "alkoxy~80~".

**b.** 3 h of UV irradiation at room temperature (denoted as "alkoxy~UV~"), where radicals are created by the UV light and most of the monolayer is formed via RCR. Still, defect sites on the Si surface would be sufficiently reactive to induce a S~N~ reaction even at room temperature. Hence, the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer represents a mixed RCR and S~N~ case, with a dominant RCR portion.

A pure RCR monolayer is realized by a third type of monolayer made of 1-alkene (1-dodecene) by 3 h of thermal activation at 200 °C (denoted as "alkyl"). The alkyl monolayer is known to form a highly dense monolayer (∼50% coverage with respect to the total Si surface atoms) with reproducible electronic transport properties.^[@ref41]−[@ref45]^ Contrary to the 1-alcohol, where two reaction mechanisms are possible, the alkyl monolayer can be formed only via RCR (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} c), regardless of initiation by heat (\>150 °C),^[@ref40]^ UV light, or addition of peroxides.^[@ref41]^ The conditions used here were shown to produce highly reproducible alkyl monolayers.^[@ref43]^

In this study we combine organic, physical, theoretical, surface, inorganic, and materials chemistry to elucidate the role of adsorbate binding chemistry on the electrical properties of Si surface and interface. We show that indeed the different reaction conditions (i.e., heating and UV irradiation) lead to monolayers that are of similar stoichiometry but profoundly different in terms of the chemical and electronic passivation, as well as the effective work function of the resulting surface. This clear observation can only be rationalized by different binding configurations. While resolving a definite chemical structure for stoichiometrically close, ∼1 nm thick, disordered monolayers is beyond present capabilities, we rely on a novel combination of spectroscopic, electrostatic, and computational tools to offer evidence in favor of the different binding configuration of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, by using mercury as a top contact we show the effects of differences in electronic passivation and bond dipole on the current--voltage characteristics of the Hg/molecules/Si junctions, in the dark and under illumination, i.e., their diode and photovoltaic performance.

Experimental and Computational Details {#sec2}
======================================

Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

Wafers of n-type Si with (111) orientation were purchased from Virginia Semiconductors (USA), with two different doping levels, required for different characterization methods. Photoconductive decay (PCD) measurements were performed on double side polished, float zone (FZ) grown Si with nominal resistivity of 1800--2500 Ω·cm. All other measurements were performed on single side polished n-type Si(111) wafers with a nominal resistivity of 1--10 Ω·cm.

Alkyl and alkoxy~80~ sample preparation followed literature descriptions.^[@ref25],[@ref43]^ Briefly, ∼1 × 1.5 cm^2^ pieces were cleaned by sequential rinsing with ethyl acetate, acetone, ethanol, and doubly distilled water (DDW) and then immersed in piranha solution, i.e., 3:7 by volume of 30% H~2~O~2~ and H~2~SO~4~, (**caution: strong oxidizing solution, handle with care**) for 30 min, followed by etching for 10 min in 40% (v/v) NH~4~F solution in water, which was previously degassed with a N~2~ flow for 30 min. The piranha and NH~4~F steps were repeated twice, and the resulting H-terminated Si was rinsed with DDW, N~2~ dried, and immediately immersed (using a Schlenk line) in neat liquid, oxygen-free 1-dodecene and 1-decanol at 200 and 80 °C, respectively. The preparation of alkoxy~UV~ followed the same procedure for receiving a clean, hydrogen-terminated Si, which was then immersed in 1-decanol at room temperature in a quartz vial. The vial was illuminated for 2.5 h with UV irradiation of 254 nm in a glovebox (∼0.1 ppm O~2~). After adsorption, all molecularly modified Si samples were sonicated in acetonitrile for 3 min, rinsed with boiling dichloromethane, and dried over a N~2~ flow. Modified Si samples were usually characterized immediately after preparation, except in the case of PCD measurements (performed at NREL, USA), in which case they were stored for 7 days in a N~2~-filled tube after preparation.

Sample Characterization {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

Molecularly modified samples were characterized by ellipsometry (M 2000 V, J.A. Woollam) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Thermo-Nicolet, 6700), using a Ge attenuated total reflection accessory (HARRICK VariGATR) and H-terminated Si as reference; X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS, Kratos AXIS ULTRA) were employed, with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source at 75 W, detection pass energies ranging between 20 and 80 eV, and peak decomposition by CasaXPS, using linear background and a peak shape of Gaussian/Lorentzian product (30% Lorentzian). To avoid too many peaks, an exponential tail was added to the main C 1s component.

Contact Potential Difference (CPD) {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------

Measurements were performed with a homemade Kelvin probe setup, based on a commercial Besocke Delta Phi Kelvin probe and controller, placed in a controlled atmosphere box with 10% relative humidity. The surface potential of the monolayers was measured, relative to that of a vibrating Au grid, which was calibrated prior to the measurements against freshly peeled highly ordered pyrol**y**tic graphite (HOPG).

Photoconductivity Decay (PCD) {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

Lifetime measurements were performed with a radio frequency photoconductivity decay (RF-PCD) measurement technique, operating in the ultrahigh frequency (UHF) range of 700 MHz.^[@ref46]^ The minority-carrier injection source was an attenuated 1064 nm YAG laser with a spot size of approximately 5 mm.

Current--Voltage {#sec2.5}
----------------

Current--voltage measurements were performed on n-Si/monolayer/Hg junctions, formed by placing a Hg (99.9999% purity) drop on the monolayer, using a mercury drop electrode (Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland). The samples were contacted at the back by applying an In--Ga eutectic, after scratching the surface with a diamond knife. Measurements were carried out in a controlled environment glovebox with 10% relative humidity. The contact area between the Hg drop and the monolayer (typically 0.6 mm in diameter) was determined using an optical microscope. The current/voltage source-measure unit was a Keithley 6430 sub-fA.

Electronic Structure Calculations {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------

The Si surface was represented by a 12 layer Si(111) slab in a (2 × 1) surface unit cell. The surface coverage was chosen to be 50%; i.e., half of the surface Si atoms are bound to an alkyl chain, and the remaining dangling Si bonds are saturated with hydrogen. This choice was made because it is known to be experimentally correct for alkyl (ethyl and higher) monolayers.^[@ref41]−[@ref45]^ For the alkoxy monolayer, detailed coverage data are not known. However, the data in Table [1](#tblI){ref-type="other"} strongly suggest that the coverage is similar for the alkyl and the alkoxy monolayers. It was previously shown that the electronic structure of alkyl chains, as well as its effect on the work function, saturates after the fourth carbon from the Si surface.^[@ref47]^ Therefore, here each alkyl or alkoxy chain was modeled computationally by 6 carbons, even though 10--12 carbons were used in the experiment. This allowed us to reduce the computational cost without compromising the predictive power for the electronic structure.

###### Static Water Contact Angle (SWCA), Ellipsometric Thickness, and IR ν~a~ (CH~2~)

[a](#tblI-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

               SWCA \[°\]   *d* \[Å\]   ν~a~(CH~2~) \[cm^--1^\]
  ------------ ------------ ----------- --------------------------------------------
  alkoxy~80~   106 ± 3      16 ± 1      2923
  alkoxy~UV~   108 ± 2      16 ± 1      2920
  alkyl        110 ± 2      17 ± 1      2918--2920[b](#tIfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

Errors are the standard deviation between at least 10 separately prepared samples.

Taken from ref ([@ref43]) and similar to ref ([@ref17]).

We also note that the monolayers are known to be disordered,^[@ref48]^ while the computational model is for an ordered monolayer. Therefore, the use of DFT in this study is only to explore how the electronic properties (work function, core level shifts) depend on the assumed structure, rather than to reproduce experimental results.

Density functional theory (DFT) computations were performed using the Perdew--Burke--Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized-gradient approximation functional^[@ref49]^ as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) plan wave code.^[@ref50]^ We employed an (11 × 11 × 1) Monkhorst--Pack k-point sampling and 400 eV energy cutoff. Unless otherwise noted, a symmetric slab configuration was used to prevent a net dipole, perpendicular to the surface.^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ The atoms in the unit cell were relaxed until all ionic forces were below 0.01 eV/Å. Similar simulation parameters were found to be sufficient for convergence of the electronic structure in previous studies of the Si surface, e.g., refs ([@ref9]) and ([@ref47]).

XPS simulations were performed by calculating the energy difference upon exciting the C 1s core levels of the bonding carbon and the fourth carbon (middle of the chain) in each alkyl chain (cf. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We employed the final-state approximation, as implemented in the VASP code,^[@ref54]^ and used an asymmetric-slab configuration together with a dipole correction,^[@ref51]^ applied perpendicular to the surface.

Changes in the surface dipole were computed by considering the averaged electrostatic potential, perpendicular to the surface,^[@ref52]^ calculating the energy differences between the vacuum region and a local maximum point, found in the middle of the slab for each of the systems, and comparing this to the pristine H-terminated Si surface.^[@ref9],[@ref55]^

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Structural and Chemical Characterization {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------

Ellipsometry and static water contact angle (SWCA) were measured for every sample prior to electronic characterization of the samples. Average values are summarized in Table [1](#tblI){ref-type="other"}. These values are similar to those of previous reports and indicate that the ML formation was successful.^[@ref25],[@ref43]^ The SWCA of the alkoxy~80~ (dominated by S~N~) samples is slightly lower than that of the RCR dominated samples (alkoxy~uv~ and alkyl), but only within the margin of error. However, the position of the antisymmetric methylene stretching vibration, ν~a~(CH~2~) in the IR spectrum, which is commonly used as an indicator of the intermolecular environment of alkyl chains,^[@ref56]−[@ref58]^ indicates that the alkoxy~80~ monolayer is indeed less dense than the RCR dominated monolayers. As mentioned in the previous section ([Background and Approach](#sec1.1){ref-type="other"}), this is expected.

To further characterize the resulting monolayers, we used FT-IR measurements to detect the presence of oxygen in the alkoxy monolayers. Both the Si--O--R and C--O stretching frequencies are typically around 1100 cm^--1^.^[@ref59]^ As shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the alkyl control sample does not exhibit a signal around this frequency, whereas such a signal is clearly observed for both alkoxy samples. There are no frequencies, corresponding to Si--O--CH~2~--R bonds in the alkyl monolayer, while they do appear for both the alkoxy~80~ and alkoxy~UV~ samples.

![FT-IR spectra of the Si--O--CH~2~--R alkoxide region for Si-alkoxy~80~ (dash-dot), Si-alkoxy~UV~ (solid), and Si-alkyl (dash) monolayers. A peak at ∼1100 cm^--1^ is clearly visible for both alkoxy monolayers but absent for the alkyl monolayer.](jp-2013-027755_0002){#fig2}

FT-IR is also expected to show the presence of the OH group (∼3300 cm^--1^)^[@ref59]^ in the alkoxy~UV~ sample. Indeed as indicated in Figure S1 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}, a clear and typical OH stretch is observed in the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer. However, similar peaks were also observed for some of the alkyl monolayers, where such a peak is not expected. This is because, unfortunately, there are multiple sources for OH, such as residues of OH groups directly bound to the Si surface,^[@ref33]^ and, notwithstanding strict humidity control, miniscule fluctuations of humidity and therefore varying amount of OH groups (e.g., from physisorbed water) on the spectrometer optics. This is the reason that the OH mode is rarely reported in the literature on monolayers prepared by solution chemistry (and in the few cases that it is, it was not found to be very informative^[@ref60]^). Thus, it cannot really serve as a useful indicator for monolayer binding configuration, without careful isotopic exchange studies or in situ UHV reaction studies.^[@ref61]^

Further indication of the binding configuration is obtained from high-resolution XPS scans of the C 1s emission peaks (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The data are presented with decomposition into synthetic components. The energy scale was shifted to lower binding energy (BE) by 0.17--0.45 eV (varies between different samples), to bring the main C 1s peak component to 285.0 eV, i.e., to correct for possible band bending in the Si and/or for other surface charging effects. The main C 1s peak is the neutral C peak, as in CH~2~, and is similar for all samples. However, the secondary component of each C 1s peak (gray) is clearly different for the different samples. This provides a sensitive indication for a different binding configuration in the three monolayers. For the alkyl, the secondary component is shifted to a lower BE by −1.4 eV. This is typical for carbon bound to a Si atom (C--Si).^[@ref62]^ Since the electronegativity of Si is less than that of C, the carbon bound to the Si surface is more negatively charged (i.e., reduced, with a lower C 1s BE) than the rest of the carbons in the alkyl chain. The secondary C 1s component of the alkoxy~80~ is shifted from the main peak by 1.2 eV to higher BE (i.e., oxidized), as expected for C, bound to O.^[@ref25]^

![XPS C 1s spectral region for the three types of monolayers (see tags) decomposed into a primary (assigned to CH~2~) and secondary peak (gray) which is assigned to the alkyl chain carbon that is closest to the Si surface. The BE scale was shifted to align the center of the C 1s peak at 285 eV.](jp-2013-027755_0003){#fig3}

Contrary to the other two samples, for the alkoxy~UV~ sample the secondary C 1s component is not typical. It is not well resolved from the main peak, and several different decompositions gave similarly good fits. The fact that the secondary peak is not well resolved can be explained as follows: the carbon that is bound both to Si (reducing) and to oxygen (oxidizing) is expected to have a binding energy, influenced by these two opposite effects, and its BE shift is expected to be intermediate between that of C--Si (as in alkyl) and that of C--O (as in alkoxy~80~).

To test this hypothesis, we performed a DFT computation (see methods) to obtain typical trends in the electronic structure of all three relevant Si-monolayer structures (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right column of a, b, and c). Then, we computed the shifts in C 1s binding energy of the first carbon in each structure, compared to the C atom in the middle of the alkyl chain. The computed BE shifts were: −1.1 eV for C--Si (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c), +1 eV for C--O (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), and \> 1.0 eV for Si--CH(OH)--R (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The first two computed BE shifts are in excellent agreement with the experimental results of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} for alkyl and alkoxy~80~, respectively. The calculation for the Si--CH(OH)--R configuration (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) shows that the shift in C 1s of a carbon, bound to both Si and O, should be close to null. This computational result indeed supports our hypothesis that the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer has a binding configuration of Si--CH(OH)--R as shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. Nevertheless, our results would also be consistent with a small fraction of the alkoxy~UV~ in a binding configuration of Si--O--CH~2~--R (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), owing to room-temperature nucleophilic substitution at highly reactive sites. In fact, the electronic properties that are presented in the following suggest that such concurrent nucleophilic substitution does occur.

Chemical Passivation {#sec3.2}
--------------------

The quality of the monolayer can be judged from the amount of residual oxidized Si, which can easily dominate the electrical properties of organic monolayer--Si systems.^[@ref43]^

Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the Si 2p peak, where we plot the log of the intensity to increase our sensitivity to a signal in the 103--104 eV BE region where that of Si bound to oxygen is expected. The absence of such a signal provides a first indication for the efficient chemical passivation of the Si surface by each of the three monolayers.

![High-resolution XPS for the Si 2p region of the Si substrate under three types of alkyl monolayers (see tags). Spectra are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale to emphasize the absence of residual SiO~2~ by the lack of signal in the 103--104 eV binding energy region.](jp-2013-027755_0004){#fig4}

Although the XPS data (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) showed no difference between the three types of monolayers in terms of immediate oxidation, the more important question is the long-term chemical passivation, namely, the degree to which the different monolayers protect the Si surface against the formation of native SiO~2~. We used 1 h immersion in boiling water, which we assume to accelerate the formation of SiO~2~,^[@ref63]^ and current--voltage measurements, known to be very sensitive to minute amounts of oxides.^[@ref43]^ Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the current--voltage behavior of the Si-alkoxy~80~/Hg (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a) and Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg junctions (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), before (solid line) and after (dashed line) a 1 h exposure to boiling water. The results for the Si-alkyl/Hg junction are similar to those of the Si-alkoxy~UV~ (not shown).

![Current density--voltage behavior of (a) the Si-alkoxy~80~/Hg and (b) Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg junction, before (solid line) and after (dashed line) a 1 h exposure to boiling water.](jp-2013-027755_0005){#fig5}

Clearly, the alkoxy~80~/Hg junction is strongly affected by exposure to water, while the Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg one is only slightly affected. This agrees with previous reports where alkoxy monolayers, prepared by moderate heating to 80 °C on oxide-free Si, were reported to be less stable than alkyl monolayers on Si.^[@ref19],[@ref64]^ Two factors contribute to the improved chemical passivation of the alkoxy~UV~ compared to the alkoxy~80~ monolayer. The first is the somewhat higher density of the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer, inferred from the FTIR data of Table [1](#tblI){ref-type="other"}. The second is the difference in binding configuration of the monolayers. The higher electronegativity of O than of C makes the Si atom, to which the O binds, more oxidized (positive) than a Si surface atom bound to C. The O-bound Si (alkoxy~80~) is, therefore, more susceptible to nucleophilic substitution than the C-bound one (alkoxy~UV~).^[@ref40],[@ref64]^

In summary, chemical characterization suggests that all three monolayers are of high quality (CA ≥ 106°, ν~a~(CH~2~) ≤ 2923 cm^--1^) with the alkoxy~80~ monolayer being slightly less dense than the alkoxy~UV~ one, which, in turn, is slightly less dense than the alkyl monolayer (see Table [1](#tblI){ref-type="other"}). This is expected in light of the differences in growth dynamic of the different chemical mechanisms as discussed in the [background section](#sec1.1){ref-type="other"}. No oxidized Si can be detected on any of the three fresh monolayers (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), though aging was much faster for the alkoxy~80~ than for the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). On the basis of IR (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the C 1s XPS emission peak (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and DFT computations we deduce that while the alkyl and alkoxy~80~ monolayers have homogeneous binding configurations of Si--CH~2~--R and Si--O--CH~2~--R, respectively, the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer has a binding configuration of Si--CH(OH)--R, with possibly a small amount of molecules bound in a Si--O--CH~2~--R configuration at the most reactive sites of the Si surface (e.g., kinks and steps^[@ref21]^). This is further discussed after the presentation of the electronic passivation measurements.

Next, we turn to the study of the electronic properties of the different samples.

Electronic Characterization {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

### Surface Potential and Surface Dipole {#sec3.3.1}

The two key roles of organic monolayers in modifying the electronic properties of the Si surface are reduction of the density of surface states (electronic passivation) and introduction of a surface dipole.^[@ref65]^ To a first approximation, the surface dipole, associated with a molecular monolayer that is chemisorbed on a solid surface, is considered to be composed of the molecular dipole and the surface--molecule bond dipole and to be affected by the molecular coverage.^[@ref9],[@ref66]−[@ref68]^ The change in surface potential (or WF), induced by the molecular modification, can be approximately measured as the difference between the measured photosaturated CPD value, CPD~L~ (i.e., under strong illumination) in the molecularly modified sample, and a given reference sample.^[@ref69],[@ref70]^ In this study the reference sample is the hydrogen passivated Si(111) surface. Those differences, which we interpret as changes in surface dipole, are given in Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}---first column. Electronic passivation is quantified by two methods: First, by measuring the difference between CPD~L~ and the CPD value of the same sample in the dark (CPD~D~), which is taken as a measure of the band bending (BB) at the molecularly modified Si surface (Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}---second column). Second, by measuring the photocurrent decay time, from which we calculate the effective minority carrier lifetime (τ~eff~) of the different samples (Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}---third column).

###### Change in Electron Affinity (ΔCPD~L~), Measured Si Band Bending (CPD~L~--CPD~D~), and Minority Carrier Lifetime (τ~eff~) of Monolayer-Modified Si Surfaces[a](#tblII-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

               ΔCPD~L~ wrt Si--H \[meV\]   CPD~L~--CPD~D~ \[meV\]   τ~eff~ \[μS\]
  ------------ --------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------
  alkoxy~80~   --330 ± 15                  55 ± 15                  N/M[b](#tIIfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  alkoxy~UV~   --690 ± 20                  100 ± 35                 200 ± 50
  alkyl        --450 ± 22                  240 ± 40                 50 ± 20

Errors are standard deviation between different measurements.

Due to lack of stability over time.

The reduction of the Si:H surface dipole by the alkyl monolayer, found in Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"} to be ∼0.45 eV, is consistent with other reports and has been rationalized previously.^[@ref62],[@ref71]^ The surprising aspect, however, is the ∼0.35 eV difference in the surface dipole of the alkoxy~80~ and alkoxy~UV~ modified surfaces. While the density of the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer is indeed somewhat larger, this modest difference cannot explain the magnitude of the observed change in surface dipole. However, this strong variation in surface dipole is fully consistent with the different binding configurations of the different monolayers, as emerging from the chemical characterization above. The alkoxy~80~ monolayer is only Si--O bound. Because O has a higher electronegativity than C, this type of bonding is expected to increase the WF, compared to that of the completely Si--C bound alkyl monolayer. Indeed, the experimental results indicate that the WF of alkoxy~80~ is higher than that of the Si-alkyl sample. However, the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer also has molecules bound via the α-carbon (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). This binding configuration is expected to strongly affect the dipole at the Si--molecule interface due to the presence of the polar OH group.

To further understand the microscopic origins of the observed change in surface potential, we performed DFT computations for the work function, associated with the three binding configurations of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, as well as for the H-passivated Si(111) surface, serving as our reference. This yielded surface dipole variations of −700 and −500 meV with the models used above (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for the alkyl and alkoxy~80~ monolayers, respectively. This result is in good agreement with the experimental data, especially if we consider also the disorder in the actual monolayers. For the model alkoxy~UV~ monolayer, the situation is complicated by a strong dependence of the computed surface dipole on the orientation of the OH group with respect to the Si surface. To illustrate this, we computed the surface dipole for two extreme orientations of the OH---with torsion angles between the Si surface and the H atom of 180° and 0° (with no further geometrical optimization). This simple C--O bond rotation resulted in a work function change of −1300 and +400 meV, respectively, i.e., spanned a large work function range of ∼1.7 eV. This remarkably large effect is due solely to the polarity of the O--H bond. A comparison to the experimental result indicates that the surface dipole of the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer is negative and very large. Therefore, we infer that the equilibrium torsion angle in the sample is closer to 180° than to 0°.

### Electronic Passivation of the Si Surface {#sec3.3.2}

While the alkyl monolayer seems to be the most dense and hydrophobic one (Table [1](#tblI){ref-type="other"}), the band bending (BB) and minority carrier lifetime (τ~eff~) values indicate that the alkoxy (both thermal and UV) monolayers are more effective in electrically passivating the Si surface than the alkyl monolayer. We explain this result by recalling that specific sites on the Si surface, such as kinks and steps, which are responsible for surface states,^[@ref72],[@ref73]^ are also highly reactive toward alcohol molecules. Once the freshly etched Si surface is in the alcohol solution, even at room temperature (e.g., for photoactivated alkoxy~UV~), the alcohol molecules bind via S~N~ selectively to the more reactive sites and by that passivate a major part of the surface states. Contrary to this, the alkyl monolayer forms only via RCR (as S~N~ is impossible), and therefore, the molecules have no preference toward reactive defect sites. As a result, the surface state passivation is not efficient. This explains our finding that the alkoxy monolayer is superior for electronic passivation of the oxide-free Si(111) surface.

Thus, we observe an inherent tension between chemical passivation, which requires a bond with small polarity such as the Si--C bond that forms only via RCR mechanism and is not susceptible toward hydrolysis, and electronic passivation that is provided through the site-sensitive S~N~ reaction but results in the more polar but, therefore, relatively unstable Si--O bond. This conflict, i.e., the contradicting demands for chemical and electronic passivation, is not usually considered. The reason for that is that the outcome of poor chemical passivation---native SiOx---is directly connected to poor electronic passivation by (nonstiochiometric) oxide-induced surface states. As a result of this direct correlation between growth of native SiOx and high density of surface states, the prevailing strategy in Si electronic passivation by organic monolayers is to increase the molecular coverage of the atop surface Si atoms,^[@ref74]^ which will prevent the growth of SiOx. However, our results clearly show that in terms of electrical passivation per se (regardless of stability) relaxing specific, active sites on the Si surface is the critical action, rather than efficient coverage, as in the case of alkoxy~80~ compared to the alkyl monolayer. The former is less dense and the coverage lower than the latter, but its electronic passivation is superior.

On the basis of this study and the results for the alkoxy~UV~ samples we can suggest a more general observation. It appears that efficient electrical passivation is achieved by *reactivity*-driven binding, while good chemical passivation, at least in terms of dense coverage, results from efficient "*self-assembly*" adsorption. Namely, the binding of one molecule facilitates dense binding in its vicinity due to the extremely short diffusion distance of the free radical on the Si for RCR, or van der Waals attraction of alkyl chains in the general case.^[@ref48]^ Thus for any given surface, one can devise a dual surface treatment, where the substrate is reacted both with a defect-specific reagent and with self-assembling monomers. Naturally, these could be either two different chemical species or one adsorbate under different reaction conditions.

The importance of this finding stems from the critical role of surface states in determining the current--voltage behavior and photovoltaic performance of full Si-monolayer/metal junctions. Although the BB values for the alkoxy~80~ monolayer indicate that its electronic passivation is efficient, its small effect on surface potential and poor long-term stability render it unattractive for making strongly rectifying junctions, as is needed for photovoltaic activity. Therefore, it is not further considered in our discussion of the dark and photocurrent--voltage behavior of the junctions.

### Charge Transport (Current--Voltage) in the Dark and Photovoltaic Performance {#sec3.3.3}

As mentioned above, passivation is essential for superior device performance, and furthermore, device characteristics are in fact the most sensitive probe of electrical and chemical passivation. Therefore, we turn to examining the manifestation of the above considerations in practical devices.

The current--voltage behavior of junctions that form upon contacting the monolayer-covered Si surfaces with Hg to create n-Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg and n-Si-alkyl/Hg junctions is presented in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. It is apparent that both junctions are rectifying and have semilogarithmic current--voltage dependence at forward bias. However, they differ considerably in the magnitude of the reverse bias and the slope of the semilogarithmic forward bias characteristic.

![Current--voltage characteristics in the dark of n-Si -monolayer/Hg junctions with alkoxy~UV~ (solid line) and alkyl (dashed line) monolayers. Results are logarithmic averages of at least 15 different junctions on at least 3 samples with a scan rate of 20 mV/s. The error bars represent standard deviations, which are typically \<5% of the measured currents.](jp-2013-027755_0006){#fig6}

It has been shown that the n-Si-alkyl/Hg (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}---dashed line) junction is in strong inversion and that transport across it is dominated by minority carriers.^[@ref65],[@ref71]^ As discussed previously,^[@ref65]^ the alkyl monolayer enables the formation of such a junction, both because of the large surface dipole that it introduces, which decreases the effective Si electron affinity, and by providing sufficient electronic passivation that prevents Fermi level pinning. As we showed in the previous sections the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer induces an even larger decrease in the Si electron affinity and provides better electronic passivation than the alkyl one. The results presented in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the superior properties of the alkxoy~UV~ monolayer are indeed reflected in the current--voltage behavior.

The critical role of surface passivation is even clearer if we consider the magnitude of the reverse bias currents. To a first approximation the reverse bias current density of a p^+^--n junction that includes both diffusion and generation currents is given by^[@ref75]^where *D*~p~ and τ~p~ are, respectively, the hole diffusion coefficient and lifetime in the Si bulk; *n*~i~ is the intrinsic carrier concentration; *N*~D~ is the doping density; *W* is the depletion layer width; and τ~eff~ is the effective minority carrier lifetime in the depletion layer. The first term represents the contribution from diffusion in the bulk, and the second is from generation currents in the depletion layer.

The diffusion term is extremely small for Si, on the order of 10^--13^ A/cm^2^, i.e., completely negligible compared to the measured reverse bias current densities (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The depletion layer width, *W*, is the same for both surfaces (alkyl and alkoxy~UV~) because they are both strongly inverted.^[@ref76]^ This leaves τ~eff~ as the only parameter that can account for the considerably lower reverse current for the alkoxy~UV~ than for the alkyl monolayer. Indeed, the lifetime, τ~eff~, extracted from photoconductivity decay (PCD, see Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}) measurements, is 4 times larger for junctions with alkoxy~UV~ than for those with alkyl monolayers. We note, however, that to fully explain the observed reduction in reverse current eq [1](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} suggests that the τ~eff~ value would have to be ∼10^2^ times larger for the alkoxy~UV~ junction than for the alkyl one. This apparent inconsistency stems from the dependence of τ~eff~ on the concentration of carriers at the surface,^[@ref77],[@ref78]^ with minimal lifetime for a depleted semiconductor and increasing lifetime for accumulation or inversion of the surface.^[@ref79]^ In the contactless PCD measurement, both surfaces are depleted, whereas in the complete device, including the Hg contact, the Si surfaces are both in strong inversion. In that case, due to the larger surface dipole of the alkoxy~UV~ with respect to the alkyl monolayer (cf. Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}), the Si is more strongly inverted for the alkoxy~UV~ case, emphasizing the superior passivation that it had in the first place.

Because the junction is in strong inversion, it can be interpreted in a manner similar to that for p--n junctions.^[@ref75]^ We consider first the current--voltage curves under forward bias, according to the accepted representation of a diode's forward bias currentwhere *q* is the electronic charge; *kT* is the thermal energy; *V* is the applied bias; and *n* is the diode "ideality factor". For minority carrier-controlled junctions, i.e., a p--n junction or strongly inverted metal--semiconductor (MS) junction, *n* = 1 or 2 for current dominated by diffusion or recombination, respectively.

The ideality factor, *n*, for both junctions, presented in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, was calculated from the slopes of the semilogarithmic curves over the 0.05--0.55 V bias range. For the alkoxy~UV~ sample (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, solid curve) *n* = 1.1 with a very good quality of fit (*R*^2^ = 0.99954), while for the alkyl one (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, dashed curve), *n* = 1.6 and the curve deviates noticeably from linearity (*R*^2^ = 0.99542). The increase in *n* value indicates that recombination of minority carriers at the Si surface is much more significant in the alkyl junction than in the alkoxy~UV~ one. Thus, we see how the superior passivation of the alkoxy~UV~, as expressed in low band bending values and high minority carrier lifetimes (Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"}), is also reflected in the current--voltage characteristics.

To summarize this section, both a lower density of surface states (according to the PCD and CPD measurements) and a larger change in surface potential (according to CPD measurements) contribute to the superior passivation using the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer.

### Photovoltaic (PV) Performance {#sec3.3.4}

The superior diode behavior of the alkoxy~UV~/Hg junction, compared to that of the alkyl/Hg one (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), suggests that it will also exhibit superior photovoltaic (PV) performance.^[@ref80]^ In Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} we demonstrate the correlation between the diode behavior of the junction in the dark and under illumination, i.e., its PV performance. Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} presents the PV currents measured for two representative junctions, a Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg one (solid line) and a Si-alkyl/Hg (dashed line) one, under 561 nm laser illumination. The incident laser was directed under the Hg drop, and its intensity was adjusted to generate a short-circuit current (*J*~SC~) of ∼30 mA/cm^2^ for the sake of comparison between measurements. Because *J*~SC~ is adjusted manually, the informative parameter is the open-circuit voltage (*V*~OC~) and, to a lesser extent, the fill factor (FF) of the illuminated junction. *V*~OC~ is the voltage, produced by the junction at zero current, and FF is the ratio between the maximum power, produced by the junction and the product of the *V*~OC~ and *J*~SC~. Both are commonly used measures for PV performance.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^

![Photovoltaic current--voltage characteristics for the Si-alkoxy~UV~/Hg (solid line) and Si-alkyl/Hg (dashed line) with 561 nm laser illumination, the intensity of which was adjusted to produce a short-circuit current (*J*~sc~) ∼ 30 mA/cm^2^. *V*~oc~ and FF values are noted in the figure.](jp-2013-027755_0007){#fig7}

Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that the *V*~oc~ (and FF) of the alkoxy~UV~ junction are higher than that of the alkyl junction (for the same *J*~SC~). The results agree with the lower density of surface states and lower dark reverse currents (negative bias), which are presented in Table [2](#tblII){ref-type="other"} and Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. They demonstrate how the superior electronic passivation of the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer, which stems from the strong preference of the alcohol molecules toward specific electronically active sites on the one hand and from the high coverage (due to the nonsite-specific radical formation) on the other hand, is expressed in charge transport and photovoltaic behavior.

Summary and Conclusions {#sec4}
=======================

The reaction between 1-alcohols and the H-terminated Si(111) surface can take place through two different reaction mechanisms, namely, nucleophilic substitution, S~N~, and radical chain reaction, RCR. This duality in the possible reaction path was used in this study as a tool to explore fundamentals of Si surface passivation by organic monolayers. Combined spectroscopic and computational evidence points to different binding configuration under the different reaction conditions. We find that, because the nucleophilic substitution is site-sensitive, this type of reaction improves the electrical passivation of the Si surface. The reason is that it passivates selectively the kinks and steps on the Si surface, which are not only chemically reactive but also a major source of surface states. However, because the product of the S~N~ reaction is a Si--O bond, it is unstable toward, e.g., hydrolysis.^[@ref11],[@ref33],[@ref34]^ In contrast, the radical chain reaction is fast and not site-specific. The resulting binding configuration of this reaction is Si--CH(OH)--R, which is denser and much less susceptible toward further reactions and is, thus, more stable and provides better chemical passivation.

The benefits of chemical and electrical passivation are combined by reacting R--CH~2~--OH at room temperature to promote efficient elimination of surface states by S~N~, combined with the UV-initiated radical chain reaction that leads to a dense, chemically stable monolayer. The superior electrical passivation is expressed in a longer lifetime of minority carriers, a more rectifying diode behavior in the dark, and higher open-circuit photovoltage and fill factor under illumination. The presence of OH groups that results from RCR binding of alcohol to the Si surface explains the large difference in surface potential between the alkoxy monolayers that are formed by UV activation and those formed upon moderate (80 °C) heating. The effect of the strong reduction in the WF of Si, combined with efficient electrical passivation achieved with the alkoxy~UV~ monolayer, is illustrated by its improved photovoltaic performance compared to that of the alkyl one.

This study on alcohol binding to Si--H suggests that there is an important and overlooked inherent trade-off between the stability of a monolayer (i.e., chemical passivation) and its electronic passivating action. Efficient chemical passivation is achieved by the formation of chemical bonds with small polarization, such as Si--C, which form a dense monolayer via radical chain reaction. However, because this reaction mechanism is not site-sensitive, the resulting electronic passivation is not efficient. The opposite is the case for the nucleophilic substitution, where the reaction mechanism is site-sensitive (and, thus, results in high electronic passivation), but the resulting bond is polar and, thus, susceptible to further reaction, which makes it chemically unstable.

Our results suggest a way to overcome this apparent contradiction between chemical and electrical passivation, viz., by preparing monolayers where one adsorbate type or condition is selective toward the most reactive sites (e.g., nucleophilic substitution) and by that passivates the electrically active defects and another adsorbate or condition forms densely packed monolayers with a stable bond (e.g., radical chain reactions). This monolayer effectively prevents surface oxidation within detectable levels. We suggest that elimination of (reactive) surface states by a site-specific reaction may be especially important for surfaces which are more prone to defects such as those of dihydride-terminated (100) Si--H (compared to the monohydride-terminated (111) Si--H one) and, likely, also for surfaces of other semiconductors.

OH signal in a FT-IR spectra of the Si-alkoxy~UV~. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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